
9th-10th Grade Summer Reading Assignment 2022  

BIshop Gorman High School 

Book #1 

DUE DATE: (1) The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens by Sean Covey ISBN 13: 9780743258159 : second class 

period  

****This project will be counted as a test grade for the first six weeks’ grading period. ***** 
                  ALSO:                    AR Test will be required-Test Grade 

I.The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens “An intensive training program for youth to grow and become winners in the 

competition of life.” Kristi Yamaguchi, U.S. OLYMPIC FIGURE SKATING GOLD MEDALIST  

Instructions:  

  A. Title page: typed (This page only is typed for this assignment.) Fold and place on the inside front cover of 

your book.  

______1. name of the book 

______2. name of the author  

______3. your name  

______4. date.  

______5. background :a collage, drawing or other representation of a main idea or message of the 

of the book overall 

______6. your personal title for your work.  

B. Main idea statement  

______1. State the main idea of each chapter incorporating the title of the chapter in a complete 

sentence.  

______2. Write the statement on the first page of each of the twelve chapters. Chapter headings 

are listed on the two pages “What’s Inside” pages following the title page.(12 chapters)  

C. Annotations 3* per chapter for the first 11 chapters. . 

 ______1. Use yellow highlighter to mark important, interesting, quotable, questionable, applicable  

_______2. Highlight throughout the chapter. 

D. Marginalia 3* per chapter  

_______1. Write in pen in the margin a. notes that explain why you highlighted the passage and 

how it relates to the chapter overall. Options: Choose one then label: 1). text to text connection 2). text to 

“world”-current event or history 3). text to self b. Think but do not write: “I marked this because” Begin after 

the because. 

E. “Baby Steps”  

_______1. For one “Baby Steps” section at the end of five chapters , choose one that you think 

would be useful for you to complete at this time.  

_______2. Complete the exercise.  

_______3. Check off the number on the page, then ,on the page on which the “step” is listed, 

briefly describe your interaction with the exercise, and the impact completing the exercise had on you. 

F. Back inside cover  

_______1. Write the quote that stands out to you the most. Cite the page number in parenthesis. 

_______2. Write a brief explanation of why this stands out to you at this time in your life. Grading: 

94-100=fully completed with insightful, thorough marginalia, main ideas * Explain WHY you chose “this” to 

comment upon rather than summarize (This means….) 85-93= fully completed with relevant marginalia, few 

if any structural errors 76-84= completed with marginalia, contains some errors 70-75= incomplete work 

showing lack of interaction with the work, contains some structural errors 0-69 = due today?  

 

Questions? Email Mrs. Prestidge:  aprestidge@bishopgorman.net 

 

Book #2: 

Olympians Presentation 



Edith Hamilton’s Mythology ISBN 13: 9780316223331 

My god/goddess is:____________________ 

For this assignment, you will work to create a poster depicting one of the Olympians. 

Due: second class period 
***This project will be counted as a test grade for the first six weeks’ grading period.*** 

                               ALSO:            AR Test will be required-Test Grade 

Grading will be based on neatness, accuracy, and participation in this presentation. I am not looking for you 

to be an artist but creative and an “expert” on your chosen god/goddess. 

Your poster must include: 

● ____        His/her Greek and Roman name(s) 

● ____        At least one picture of your Olympian, complete with any symbols or clothing  the god/goddess 

is often seen wearing. (THESE SHOULD NOT BE PRINTED OFF THE INTERNET. DRAW THEM, 

PLEASE!) 

●  ____       His/her powers/responsibilities 

●  ____       Explain why your god/goddess is in charge of this area or has a certain symbol. Is there a story 

behind it? 

● ____        3 short facts about your god/goddess - one sentence summaries about things they have 

accomplished or learned through experience. 

● ____        His/her family relationships (Immediate, not extended—just mother, father, siblings, spouse, children) 

● ____        His/her symbol(s) – this could be several items, including tools, weapons, scepters, animals, and/or 

cities. 

● ____        Any additional important information about your god or goddess that you want to provide. 

● ____        The poster should be colorful, easy to understand, and neat. Put your name on the back. 

Zeus  Hera    Poseidon   Hades    Apollo    Artemis    Athena    Aphrodite    Ares   Hephaestus    Hermes    Hestia  

 


